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ABSTRACT

Neoclassical transport theory for tokamaks in the presence of a radial electrical

field with shear is developed using Hamiltonian formalism. Diffusion coefficients are

derived in both plateau regime including a large electric field and banana regime in-

cluding the squeezing factor which can greatly affect diffusion at the plasma edge.

The scaling on squeezing factor is different from the one given by Shaing and

Hazeltine. Rotation speeds are calculated in the scrape-off region. They are in good

agreement with measurements on TdeV Tokamak.



INTRODUCTION

It is generally claimed that a large electric field and its shear play an important

role in the onset of the transition from the L-mode to H-mode. Experimental evi-

dence1-1-1 also showed that the plasma rotates rapidly in the improved confinement

regime, implying that a large radial electric field is generated. The large electric field

or its shear must influence the transport properties. Neoclassical ion transport in ro-

tating axisymmetrjc plasma has been systematically investigated by Hinton1-23. How-

ever* that work does not include the squeezing factor1-3-1 which strongly affects orbits

and plasma properties at the plasma boundary in the banana regime.

In this paper, we present a transport theory with Hamiltonian formalism,

which greatly reduces the complexity. Because of the Galilean invariance of the

Fokker-Planck collision operator, an additional parameter is introduced in the

Krook collision term, that involves the difference of the ion and electron mean

speeds. For the banana regime,the Krook collision operator is not the most appro-

priate, but the simplest one to take collision into account,our aim here is to study

the squeezing factor effects. The particle flux is derived in the plateau regime with

modification by the large electric field. The flux reduces to the one given by Shaing,

Hirshman and Callen1-*-1 without electric fields. The transport is enhanced or de-

creased mainly by the resonant particles with a toroidal velocity approaching the

plasma rotation speed generated by the electric field.

In the banana regime, velocity space in a rotating frame is used. The squeezing

factor changes the banana width and the pitch angle locally in the Hamiltonian for-

malism and indeed influences transport in the neoclassical modelling. But, scaling of

the diffusion coefficient on the squeezing factor is different from the one given by

Shaing and HazeltineC5].

In section 1, Hamiltonian theory is briefly reviewed. Diffusion with a large

electric field in the plateau regime is developed in section 2. The banana regime is

studied in section 3. In the last section,discussion is presented.

1 HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM OF ORBIT THEORY

Using the area-conserved transformation'-6-', we get the following gyroaveraged

Hamiltonian for particle motion in a tokamak configuration,

H = n0Pte-Jk + ^e- i f tCP, + eV(X,Px) ]2 + e<P (1)



where the momenta

P. = jtip* (2)

(3)

Px = Zc (4)

are conjugate to a ,the gyrophase, 95 ,the toroidal angle,and X ,expressed as

X = noR9Ln§- (5)

where Re and Zc are the coordinates of the guiding center in a cylindrical system, p

is the Larmor radius, \P is the poloidal flux of the magnetic field, <& is the electric

potential,and C2 is the toroidal gyrofrequency. Subcripts 0 refer to the magnetic ax-

is. Because there is no a or ^dependence in the Hamiltontan, Paand /%are constants

of motion. The particle mass is taken to be unity for simplicity. In this representa-

tion, X has dimension of momentum and Px has dimension of coordinate. This may

happen in the mixed variable canonical transformation.

The Hamiltonian equations for the guiding center motion in toroidal cylindrical

coordinates ( r,d,<p} are given by

= Oi&md (6)

dt~~qR0

_ R_
O<f

 R
— -costf (7)

r

where oA = n J + .- t-, is the ion drift velocity in the z direction, q = p X is the

safety factor,and I»E = J 'p ' . There is no limitation for t^ in the guiding center ap-

proximation.

2 DRIFT KINETIC EQUATION IN THE PLATEAU REGIME

In order to evaluate the neoclassical part of the fluxes we must first find the

gyroaveraged distribution, F ,a solution of the drift kinetic equation1-7-1,

Tt ~ W ) ( 8 )

where C(F) is the Fokker-Planck collision operator. F can be expressed as

F = F:(H.P9) + g (9)
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where the first term is the Maxwellian form with H — e<P in the place of energy and

P9 in the place of Y ; the second term, g is the correction due to collisions. If the

parallel electric field can be neglected, H is a contant of motion. Using extended

generalized coordinates, P f ,r,// ,<p,d,t, for Eq. (8),we then obtain

where expand F^ in the form,

F* — p __ OLJH i t H I )

where Ov is the poloidal gyrofrequency. The minus sign appears in Eq. (11) because

P9 and e^have opposite sign in Eq. (3).

The Krook collision operator is used with a modification in that there is

Galilean invariance for the Fokker-Planck collision operator. An additional parame-

ter , C is introduced into the collision term, which makes the collision operator pos-

sess the property of automatic ambipolarity independent of radial electrical field1-8'9-1.

Eq. (10) then becomes

ff - cosftw! § - sin^d |£ = - v(g ~ gj - ^ (12)

(13)
dr

(14)

+ ^ ( I ' + U ) O 5 )

where q is the safety factor, <ot is independent of 6 .

Expanding g in a Fourier series,

g = go •+• g.sind + ^ccos^ (16)

we get

— 1 < " - * • » - ¥



gc=-~g. (19)

In the plateau regime,the terms in the collision operator are two powers of p/r

larger than the rest. Therefore,we get

go = gm (20)

dt r dr dr

where

Du = \ -TT^i (22)
t i

In the plateau regime, A, can be regarded as a delta function. Integrating Eq.

(21) over velocity space,we obtain

§£ + 1 ±rr. = 0 (23)
die r or

where

T. =-D0 .exp(-f . )

(24)

(25)

•"»i = = "T" "ir»~ (26)

77 (27)

& = 4 (28)
where t>u is the thermal velocity, subscripts s refer to species, and <ou is the transit

frequency.

We consider the important but somewhat obscure feature of the kinetic theo-

ry , that is , the fast adjustment of the plasma motion within a magnetic surface until

the following equation is satisfied,
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which is almost a same expression as the one given by Hazeltine and Ware1-9-1 if Eq.

(25) is taken into accout» where

( 2 ) C . ) (30)

AT = A.( 0. 5 - K\ + 2£)exp( - £.) (31)
From Eq. (25) tone can see that Doi > > £>« . In plateau regime,resonant par-

ticles play an important role and diffusion is independent of collision frequency.

Since D , » Dt and Z)iT > > DeJ ,we get,

ne 1 e / J i e

Eqs. (30) , (31) and (32) are our results,which include large electrical field

effects. If J is taken to be zero,the flux in Eq. (32) is the same as the one given by

Shang, Hirshman and Callen1"4"1. The particle diffusion enhances for small f values

and decreases for large £. The heat flux dependence of f is easy to derive.

3 BANANA REGIME

In the banana regime,the essential feature is that the parallel velocity is much

smaller than the perpendicular velocity and particles are trapped in the magnetic

field.

In a rotating frame,the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) can be postulated as:

H - floJ\e-iW + ^ e ~ ^ [ > , + eV - R^t^k.]* (33)

which has first appeared in Ref. [6] and proved by HahmCl0] for t h e 5 dependence,

where

S - 14- ^p Zr (34)

5 is the squeezing factor which is assumed to be a slowly varying parameter in the

region of interest. The Hamiltonian equations (6) and (7) are not changed. There-

fore, the different forms of the Hamiltonian describe the same motion. However,the

normalization for the zero order distribution function is somewhat different. The

fraction of trapped particles is not changed by the squeezing factor. Spherical coor-

dinates u,£,ain velocity space simplify the notation in the integration process. Here
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v is the total velocity, £ = vf/{ oSl/z) ,and a is the gyrophase. Instead of d ,we use /?

to describe the periodic bounce motion. Using the same procedure as in the plateau

regime,we get

n - 1

where 0, is the bounce turning point and (t>b the bounce frequency,
.2 1 1 / 2

(35)

(36)

eSv2
± 1

1 / 2

(37)

Uto is <P-component of particle velocity at the 6 = 0 point in the rotating frame. But,

there is no resonance in Eq. (35) for deeply trapped particles. In the banana

regime,

(Ob > vM (38)

where vM = v/t ,the effective collision frequency. Physically,the random walk step

in the statistical description is inversely proportional to the square root of the num-

ber of collisions. Therefore, the collision frequency is

J/(A£) = i>9O/(A£)2 (39)

where vgo is the collision frequency for a particle to change momentum by 90 de-

grees. The maximum of A£ is of order e1/2 , where e is inverse aspect ratio.

The diffusion coefficient for the banana regime is obtained in the form

Dn = (40)

The diffusion coefficient given here is different from the one given by Shaing

and HazeltineC5]. In our case,the squeezing factor only affects the orbit and not the

fraction of trapped particles. Furthermore, the distribution function is given roughly

by

F = Fn — -j£p (41)

where C,gt,gc are given by the same expressions as in the plateau regime except

that in the banana regime there is no electric field in the rotatng frame, o>b is used in

place of <ot ,and t>d0t in place of oA . To the lowest order ,p is related to 6 by the for-

mula ,



d = <?,sin/? (42)

for deeply trapped particles where 0, is a small quantity. Eqs. ( 6 ) , (7) and (16)

have been changed according to Eq. (42). The higher order dependence of 6 on /?

can be calculated.

Once we obtain the distribution function,the particle flux,the heat flux is easy

to derive. For example, we can calculated the toroidal and poloidal rotation speeds

using Eq. (41) in the scrape-off region. In toroidal direction,whole plasma rotates,
v> = | + t { 1 + *»* U3)

where rn is density gradient scale length and % is the ratio of rn to temperature gradi-

ent scale length.

In the poloidal direction,the guiding center motion is exactly cancelled by dia-

magnetic drift. The poloidal rotation is zero in the banana regime. That is different

from previous result1-11-'.

4 DISCUSSION

We have obtained the diffusion coefficients in both plateau and banana

regimes. They are essentially neoclassical ones. However,a large electrical field and

its shear are shown to introduce modifications. Especially,the squeezing factor is in-

troduced into diffusion coefficient in Eq. (40). It can be seen from its definition in

Eq. (34) that if there is excessive positive charge at plasma bounary,that is , 9^'(r)

is negative, S can be very small and diffusion coefficient can be very large. This

may account for the large fluxes at the plasma edge. Somewhere in the plasma

edge, Scan be large where negative charge is in excess, $^'(r) is positive,and difus-

sion rate can be reduced, forming a transport barrier. As a consequence, the confine-

ment can be improved by the shear of the electrical field.

The scaling of the diffusion coefficient on the squeezing factor is different from

the one given by Shaing and Hazeltine1-5-1. The essential point is that in the rotating

frame one sees an anisotropic particle distribution'-6'10-'. In Ref. [5 ] , the fraction of

the trapped particles may exceed unity,that is impossible.

From Eq. (33) and the corresponding normalized Maxwellian,one can calcu-

late the fraction of the trapped particles,which is independent of the squeezing fac-

tor. That is why the scalings are different.

Fig. 1 shows the comparison between the theoretical results from Eq. (43) and

the measurements in the TdeV Tokamak. They are in good agreement. The
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poloidal rotation is also measured in TdeV. It is very small and scattered about ze-

ro .which is consistant with our conclusion. The radial electric field influences only

the banana width and not the poloidal rotation on the average,as seen in Fig. 2.

50.0

-20. oi
- 3 . 5 8 - 1 . 2 9 1.0 3.29 5.58

Radial Electric Field A V - m l

Fig. 1 Toroidal velocity versus radial electric field

The slant line is the calculated result)the square marks are the measurements in TdeV tokamak.

0.3

0. 15

0 . 0 -

- 0 . 1 5

0.95 1.0 1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2
R

Fig. 2 Banana orbits in scrape-off area

Solid line is referred to the banana orbit without electric fields (dotted line referred to banana orbits with

electric field.
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